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SONNET TO MISS SEWARD

Not in thy bowers, Valclusa, when the strain,

Breath'd by the Spirit of love to night's still ear,

Fondly bewail'd fair Laura's timeless bier,

And mourn'd, on Sorga's banks, her loss in vain,

Did purer melody the soul enchain,

Than when, of late, the Muse, to Britain dear,

Tun'd her chaste lyre, that heaven might stoop to hear.

And with its magic charm'd her native plain.

Then why, thou sweet enthusiast, bid farewell

To the rich music of its various chime ?

O sweep, with volant touch, thy chorded shell.

Yet, yet again, and swell the lofty rhyme
To virtue's praise ;

nor with less rapture dwell

On nature's awful scenes and works sublime !

Christopher Smyth, Esq.
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STANZAS WRITTEN IN THE GEORGE-INN

WINDOW, AT LICHFIELD

By the Rev. W. B. Stevens

Fair city ! lift, with conscious glory crown'd,

The spiry structures of thy Mercian state,

While history bids her ancient trump resound

How war, in wrath, unbarr'd thy blood-stain'd gate.

II

Not that the praise of ancient days alone

Is thine, fair city, blest thro' every age ;

War's scythed car, yon miracles of stone,

Bow to the splendours of thy Ictter'd page.

Ill

Here Johnson fashion'd his elaborate style,

And Truth, well-pleas'd, the moral work survey'd ;

Here, on her darling's cradle wont to smile,

Thalia with her Garrick fondly play'd.

IV

And here the flower of England's virgin train.

Boast of our isle, Lichfield's peculiar pride,

Here Seward caught the dew-drops for her strain

From grief, and pity's intermingled tide.

Exult, fair city ! and indulge the praise

A grateful stranger to thy glory pays.





A SWAN AND HER FRIENDS

CHAPTER I

MISS SEWARD AND THE CITY OF LICHFIELD

The Little Athens Miss Seward's attraction The first poetess and the

performing dog The modern woman Miss Seward's day and our own
The golden age of the bas bleu Mutual admiration The re-birth of

humour in women Miss Austen Charles Lamb among the blue-stockings

Miss Pinkerton Miss Seward's sentimentalism Miss Austen Miss Se-

ward hears the younger generation knocking at the door Fine writing

Lichfield to-day The two cats The clerics and the asparagus The Dead

March Lichfield and George Fox The Minster Pool The Cathedral Dr.

Johnson's copy of South's Sermons The Palace in Miss Seward's day
Dr. Johnson's willow.

MY first idea in writing this book was to attempt to

reconstruct the intellectual society of Lichfield in

its Swan's day and show what provincial culture a hundred

and fifty years ago was like. I proposed then to call the

book A Little English Athens^ and perhaps to pass on in

a companion volume to Norwich at the same period, ex-

changing the Swans and Johnsons and Days and Darwins

and Hayleys for the Opies and Taylors and Martineaus and

Gurneys. But as I proceeded with the task Miss Seward

(whose name, by the way, on her own authority should be

pronounced not " Suward
"
but " Se-ward ") steadily became

too much for me. As in Lichfield in her life, so in my
Lichfield inquiries in her death, she took the first place.

Bit by bit the other Athenians receded until, struggling
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'against such' nfiaSt^irfulriess no more, I too submitted to the

Swan and made her my principal theme.

Why one should do such a thing I have asked myself

a thousand times during the progress of this book. What
is there about Anna Seward that .

calls to be revived, dis-

played ? I think the answer is that it is always amusing,
not only in life but in literature, to mark changes ;

and

nothing could be less out of place in the present day than

Anna Seward's pontifical confidence, her floridity and her

sentimentalism. To expose these characteristics to the

matter-of-fact, one might almost say cynical, eye of this

generation ought not to be unentertaining, if not positively

instructive, particularly if we meet by the way some very

odd people, to say nothing of the Great Panjandrum himself.

Not only are Miss Seward's own characteristics an in-

teresting study ;
but their impact on her time is an interesting

study too. Her reception was extraordinarily warm. In-

different writers are still often the darlings of the great-

hearted public ;
but there is no such praise reserved for them

now as was poured out upon Miss Seward. The answer to

the question. Why was she acclaimed with such enthusiasm ?

also answers the question. Why should this book be written ?

Because she was a pioneer, and pioneers are not negligible.

I have no doubt that a great part of Miss Seward's reputa-

tion as a poetess was due to the fact that poetesses were so

rare before her day at any rate poetesses who would voice

any national emotion and feeling. Men had had practically

sole charge of the lyre, save for a few chance feminine poems
here and there. And then arose a woman to compete with

them, and every one was astonished and apparently pleased.

It is difficult to-day to understand how Miss Seward's arti-

ficial conventions can have warmed any one to such cordi-

ality, except by the theory that a fashion for poetry was

in the air, poetry meaning the conjunction of a certain
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number of nouns with an equal number of florid adjectives

in rhymed couplets, and by remembering Johnson's attitude

to the performing dog : the remarkable thing being not that

Miss Seward wrote verse so well, but that a woman she

wrote it at all. A period of female literary efflorescence

was certainly at hand, but Miss Seward was well in the van

of it. She was an early blue. It is of course largely the

fault of herself and her imitators that there have been so

many women writers since. They showed how easy it is.

Bas bleus are a little out of fashion now. Salons have

been abandoned, and women who write, write for the most

part rapidly, and write novels. Criticism they rarely touch,

and their poems are concerned rather with passing emotions

than with great circumnavigators or unfortunate soldiers.

They have opinions, it is true, and they air them
;
but these

are practical opinions that go with short skirts, if not quite

with hockey sticks, and form part of a definite female policy.

The solemn delivery of final opinions on all subjects is a

pastime that has gone out among women, even the women

who approximate nearest to the old bas bleus. Perhaps

there may be an exception ;
but that only proves the rule.

There is too much dubiety in our atmosphere: Miss

Seward's contemporaries had assurance. They knew what

they knew
;
nor did they want the moon. The ordinary

women were feminine and satisfied, with plenty of time for

knitting, while the learned ones had opinions on everything

and uttered them. Eminent men sought their company:

Pope and Walpole and Swift and Johnson and Garrick all

visited or corresponded with women of wit. Mrs. Montagu's
rooms were filled nightly ;

Miss Seward was called the Swan
of Lichfield and the magazines were crowded with poems in

her honour
;
Hannah More was the first of living moralists.

Surely it was woman's day the end of the eighteenth

century. Women have not in literature had such a time
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since. There are many ladies writing to-day and writing

very much better than Miss Seward ever did
;
but is there

one among them with Miss Seward's reputation ? I doubt

it, and certainly there is none with Hannah More's. It is

not that the ladies are less clever, but they are more diffi-

dent. Not all, maybe : I seem as I write to recollect recent

feminine utterances that were not marked by a quality to

which the loosest of talkers could apply the word diffidence
;

but in the main our ladies are more diffident, uncertain of

themselves. It is a sceptical, hesitating age. We are no

longer sure
;
and no sooner do we lose certitude than we

lose followers. Anna Seward always knew her mind, and

never lacked a retinue.

The circumstance that Miss Seward's opinions were almost

always wrong has nothing to do with it, although that in itself

is an interesting point. For although the study of bad criti-

cism is not cheering, it is yet not utterly a waste of time.

There are certain phases of human incompetence that

really are worth examination, and the mutual admiration of

Miss Seward's contemporaries is, I think, among them. I

suppose that never before or since in English literature was

the second and third rate so swallowed and commended

as in Miss Seward's letters.

Miss Seward was not only one of the last things before

the re-birth of poetry ;
but she was also one of the last things

before the re-birth of humour at any rate in women. Humor-

ous women no doubt there were in private : in fact we know

as much from their letters
;
but so far as the world generally

is aware no one came between that Merry Wife, Mistress

Page, and Jane Austen, who was bom when Anna Seward

was thirty-three. Miss Seward was the last and greatest of

the unhumorous women just as Miss A-usten was the first of

the humorous ones.

It is a thousand pities that Miss Austen had no fun with
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the Lichfield type of has bleu. What a novel she could have

written with a Miss Seward in it. No one else save Lamb

at that day had the requisite sense of mischief to do justice

to these tremendous ladies. Lamb's opportunity came once

only, but he took it instantly. It was in 1800. Coleridge,

safely ensconced in the Lakes, had given Miss Wesley an

introduction to Lamb, and Miss Wesley had led to Miss

Elizabeth Ogilvy Benger, who in her thirteenth year wrote

a poem entitled The Female Geniad. Later she was to pro-

duce many books of fact and fancy, but in 1 800 she was but

twenty-two and had only just come to London. Miss Benger

Lamb and his sister visited, up two pairs of stairs in East

Street, off Red Lion Square, one April evening. He told

Coleridge their adventures in a good letter, in which, with

characteristic want of accuracy, he calls Miss Benger Miss

Benjay.
" Tea and coffee, and macaroons a kind of cake

much love. We sat down. Presently Miss Benjay broke

the silence, by declaring herself quite of a different opinion

from D'Israeli, who supposes the differences of human in-

tellect to be the mere effect of organisation. She begged
to know my opinion. I attempted to carry it off with a pun

upon organ, but that went off very flat. She immediately
conceived a very low opinion of my metaphysics ; and, turn-

ing round to Mary, put some question to her in French,

possibly having heard that neither Mary nor I understood

French. The explanation that took place occasioned some

embarrassment and much wondering. She then fell into

an insulting conversation about the comparative genius and

merits of all modern languages, and concluded with asserting

that the Saxon was esteemed the purest dialect in Germany.
" From thence she passed into the subject of poetry ;

where I, who had hitherto sat mute, and a hearer only,

humbly hoped I might now put in a word to some ad-

vantage, seeing that it was my own trade in a manner. But
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I was stopped by a round assertion, that no good poetry had

appeared since Dr. Johnson's time. It seems the Doctor

has suppressed many hopeful geniuses that way, by the

severity of his critical strictures in his Lives of the Poets. I

here ventured to question the fact, and was beginning to

appeal to names^ but I was assured *it was certainly the

case'. Then we discussed Miss More's book on education,

which I had never read. It seems Dr. Gregory, another of

Miss Benjay's friends, has found fault with one of Miss

More's metaphors. Miss More has been at some pains to

vindicate herself, in the opinion of Miss Benjay not without

success. It seems the Doctor is invariably against the use

of broken or mixed metaphor, which he reprobates, against

the authority of Shakspeare himself.

" We next discussed the question, whether Pope was a

poet ? I find Dr. Gregory is of opinion he was not, though

Miss Seward does not at all concur with him in this. We
then sat upon the comparative merits of the ten translations

of Pizarro, and Miss Benjay or Benje advised Mary to take

two of them home (she thought it might afford her some

pleasure to compare them verbathri)\ which we declined.

It being now nine o'clock, wine and macaroons were again

served round, and we parted, with a promise to go again

next week, and meet the Miss Porters, who, it seems, have

heard much of Mr. Coleridge, and wish to meet us^ because

we are his friends. I have been preparing for the occasion.

I crowd cotton in my ears. I read all the reviews and

magazines of the past month, against the dreadful meeting,

and I hope by these means to cut a tolerable second-rate

figure."

That was the way. But who else was there to take it ?

No art has so few practitioners as that of pricking bubbles

gently,

Thackeray perhaps had not the Swan absolutely in his
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mind when he drew Miss Pinkerton, but he was aware of

the tradition and was very willing to make fun of it. For

one very good reason Miss Pinkerton clearly is not Miss

Seward
;

for Miss Pinkerton venerated the Great Lexico-

grapher, whereas the Swan's critical gaze, as we shall see,

rested upon that luminary as unwinkingly as ever eagle's

daring the sun. None the less it needed the Seward age to

produce Miss Pinkerton's letter as surely as a Jurassic age

to produce a Cretaceous.

' The Mall, Chiswick, '^une 15, 18

' Madam,
"After her six years' residence at the Mall, I have the honour and

happiness of presenting Miss Amelia Sedley to her parents, as a young lady

not unworthy to occupy a fitting position in their polished and refined circle.

Those virtues which characterise the young English gentlewoman, those

accomplishments which become her birth and station, will not be found

wanting in the amiable Miss Sedley, whose industry and obedience have

endeared her to her instructors, and whose delightful sweetness of temper
has charmed her aged and htt youthful companions.

" In music, in dancing, in orthography, in every variety of embroidery
and needlework, she will be found to have realised her friends' fondest
wishes. In geography there is still much to be desired ; and a careful and

undeviating use of the blackboard, for four hours daily during the next three

years, is recommended as necessary to the acquirement of that dignified

deportment and carriage so requisite for every young lady oifashion.
" In the principles of religion and morality. Miss Sedley will be found

worthy of an establishment which has been honoured by the presence of

The Great Lexicographer, and the patronage of the admirable Mrs. Chapone.
" In leaving the Mall, Miss Amelia carries with her the hearts of her

companions, and the affectionate regards of her mistress, who has the

honour to subscribe herself,
" Madam,

" Your most obliged
" humble servant,

" Barbara Pinkerton."

There is no doubt that Miss Austen had Miss Seward's

sentimentalism in mind, although with the genius of the

satirist-artist she had divined it only. It was in the air, and
it is as peculiarly the prerogative of the satirist to discern

treasure in the air as it is of the modern chemist to find
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mauve in coal and gold in the sea. The sentiment which

lies bare to our gaze in Miss Seward's letters (published in

1 8 1 1
) had already been crystallised by Miss Austen in three

or four novels which, the time not being ripe, no one had

yet read. But their day was dawning, just as the sun of

Lichfield's Sappho was setting.

Poor Miss Seward was not unaware of this herself In

one of her last letters she recalls a perfect orgy of sentiment

that she had once enjoyed, when her friend Mr. Saville

welcomed a shower after a long drought by singing the

anthem,
" He giveth rain upon the earth," as composed by the

"
Orpheus of the choirs, Dr. Green ".

" The evening," she

wrote,
" was warm, and the clouds, which had been many days

of flattering gloom, had not increased in their lower. Some
friends were with me in the saloon, the doors of which were

opened on the lawn. The long-expected, long-desired rain

dropt silently, yet amply, down. Mr. S. immediately stept

to the door, and, with clasped hands and moist uplifted

eyes, sung that super-human strain. We all caught his

grateful piety, and shed those tears, which to shed, seems a

foretaste of heaven.
"
Probably," Miss Seward continues,

'' never more shall

eyes be thus surcharged ;
for I have survived the dear

friends of my youth whose habitations were near mine. Kind

voices speak to me yet, but they are the voices of later years.

They who utter them listen to me, but they cannot talk with

me in the animation of conscious remembrance concerning

the events and associates of my blossomed life
;

of those

customs and manners which have so changed their character.

Art and labour have given richness to cultivation, taste has

made every garden a landscape, and architecture has ex-

panded and adorned our mansions. Our young females

are all artists. They draw, and paint, and play, sing, and

dance, with professional skill, and nothing but the under-
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standing and the heart are left incultivate. The sensibilities

are sacrificed to cold vanity, ambition, and the desire of

exhibiting. Thus the charming simplicity, the fervour, and

wild graces of youth are lost, which shone in the companions

of my blossoming years. Is this truth, or the day-dream of

waning life, which gilds the past with imaginary light, and

wraps the present in gloom not less ideal ? Health and

parental hopes give your mind better employment than
'

gathering with me the wintry wreaths of regret, and pouring

the dirge of departed days '. Adieu !

"

One more reason for the existence of this book : Miss

Seward was one of the masters of the art of fine writing, and

to-day when fine writing also is under a cloud she is worth

attention for that gift alone. She was a word-painter in the

fullest sense of the term. Her pen never ceased to be a

brush. To adapt Goldsmith's joke about her bete noire^ she

made all the little fishes talk like anemones.

But of course the Swan's remarkable gifts of vanity and

flattery and (shall I say ?) absurdity, come first.

Lichfield to-day cannot be very different from the Lich-

field that basked in the greatness and goodness of Miss

Seward. Cathedral towns have the secret of conserving their

antiquity, their obsolescence; long after other towns have

capitulated to Progress these still fly the flag of serenity.

Motor-cars now rush about streets lighted by electricity ;
but

Lichfield's Close remains as quiet and discreet as when in

1780 Dr. Darwin's Persian cat Snow was wooing Miss

Seward's Po Felina. In vain,

"
Marry you, Mr. Snow," replied that humanitarian,

"
I

cannot
; since, though the laws of our community might not

oppose our connection, yet those of principle, of delicacy, of

duty to my mistress, do very powerfully oppose it
"

Miss

Seward's cat having been drilled into such consideration for
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her natural prey that one of the Palace doves actually was

allowed to sit on her back, while a tame lark and robin habitu-

ally fluttered about the room
;
whereas Snow's massacres of

birds and mice were a byword.

I thought of this model creature as I strolled slowly

about the Close late on an April night, an object of sus-

picion to a policeman, and, with the exception of that guardian,

the only living thing about save a very colony of cats, to whom

nothing is sacred.

Dr. Darwin's house still stands, not much altered, and

the Palace at heart is the same although it has put forth

wings. The house where Mr. Edgeworth and Mr. Day lodged

stands too. As for the Cathedral, so tender have been the

hands of the restorers that it can be said hardly to have

turned a stone.

I entered Lichfield in a station omnibus filled other-

wise with a commercial traveller and three rural deans

on their way to a meeting at the Palace. After a spirited

argument as to which had the largest number of parishioners,

the rural deans fell to a discussion of asparagus, and this was

still in progress when they got out. So far as I could gather

it is better to sow it than to plant it. Salt must be used

liberally ;
but in the long run the important thing is to keep

a good man. The rural dean who had already cut one dish

and was preparing to cut another on his return to-morrow

had an excellent man
;
but neither of his hearers was quite

satisfied with his. It seemed to me, as they alighted from

the bus at the corner of Conduit Street, that I could not

have entered this famous ecclesiastical stronghold more

fittingly than in such company exchanging such pretty first-

fruit counsels.

With Miss Seward so much in my mind it was natural that

I should wish to stay at the Swan
;
but on reaching that inn

I found it full to overflowing, a state due to the combined
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causes of military manoeuvres on Cannock Chase and the

sudden death of an officer in the neighbouring barracks, for

whose funeral now at this very moment in progress a

number of other officers had come down. I therefore went

to the George, where one room was still vacant, and stood on

the steps to see the cortege pass.

It was my first military funeral, and will be, I hope, the

last, for Chopin's music under such circumstances is almost

too moving.

It took me some time to readjust myself to the Lichfield

I had come to see. I could not get Miss Seward back again,

Chopin and death and the pomp of war intervening ;
nor

was I assisted by a visit to the Museum, since the curator

and custodian of that building had never even heard Miss

Seward's name, although Dr. Darwin's he knew, and Garrick's

and, of course, the Great Lexicographer's. But I was glad

I tried the Museum, for there was a picture on its walls that

took me back instantly to my early school days in Yorkshire

and my first meeting with Lichfield's name; for at this

school the Journal of George Fox was read aloud by a

master capable of an intense and almost fanatic eloquence,

and it chanced that on the very first time I made one of his

audience he had come to the Quaker apostle's ill-starred

visit to this cathedral town, which was then much more im-

portant than it now is, the diocese extending vastly farther.

George Fox was rarely welcome, but he and his message

appealed even less to Lichfield than to most towns, and he

left it, after suffering humiliation and worse, crying in a loud

voice,
" Woe to the bloody city of Lichfield ! Woe to the

bloody city of Lichfield !

"
words which I had forgotten, but

which, with the whole scene attached the hall with its

raised seats, the boys listening in spite of themselves, the

white tense face of the reader now came back to me with

the vividness that belongs only to impressions gathered in
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the early years, before one has learned to think of three

things at once. That was in 1879, ^"^ ^^^^ I ^^ ^" 19^7
before a picture representing Fox's curse or what stood

for a curse to a disappointed Quaker in the very city that

gave him provocation.

But I was still far from Miss Seward. On emerging,

however, from the building all was well once more, for there in

front of me was a beautiful sheet of water with trees on one

side and houses and a walk on the other, and on its surface

what? A swan. Instantly I had Miss Seward in my grasp

again, for had I not read a charming essay upon her and her

affectations by Mrs. Meynell some years ago in the Pall

Mall Gazette, in which the writer complained that to call her

the Swan of Lichfield when Lichfield had no water, was to pile

absurdity upon the absurd ? But Lichfield has water
;
and

here was a live swan upon it, floating double, to justify my
heroine's admirers. And walking beside its margin I was

pleased to see that not only did the.swan float double upon it,

but Lichfield Cathedral floated, as one might say, double too.

And so, quite happy again, and with every trace of

Chopin's divine melancholy driven away, I came into the

Close and for the first time saw the Cathedral as a whole.

After a white cathedral, such as Salisbury, or a grey

cathedral, such as Winchester, Lichfield's ruddy stone may
for the moment disappoint ;

but only for a moment, so gentle

is the tint and so rich and serene the architecture. For it is

not red like Worcester, which has a colour that would not, I

think, carry such spires : a tower colour. It is merely a

reddish tinge: just enough to warm it and humanise the

beauty of it. If one had a criticism against Salisbury it

would be perhaps that it is perfect and flawless, too good

for human nature's daily food. But Lichfield, with all its

wonder and its lovely dignity, is yet welcoming. You are

not at all afraid of it.
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Johnson and Garrick both lie in Westminster Abbey,
but both have monuments in the Cathedral of their native

city. Miss Seward lies there too. But I suspect that if a

census of visitors were taken it would be found that more

were attracted by Chantrey's sculpture of the two sleeping

children.

In the Chapter Library is an interesting Johnsonian relic

in the shape of the copy of South's Sermons in which he

noted words for his Dictionary^ with the passages in which

they occur marked for use as illustrations. I spent an

amusing ten minutes with the librarian in tracing these

marked words in the pages of the Dictionary itself.

The Palace, which is now occupied by the Bishop of

Lichfield, but was for more than half a century the home of

Miss Seward, who lived there for some years quite alone, is

at the north-east corner of the Close. By the kindness of

Mrs. Legge I was enabled to explore it and also the garden,

part of which is the old moat, now dry, which enclosed the

Cathedral and at one part formed a dingle in Dr. Darwin's

grounds. From this garden, as from certain windows of the

house, one has a beautiful view of the Stow Valley, with St.

Chad's Church at the end of the intervening sheet of water.

Miss Seward thus described her garden and her view,

in a letter to the Ladies of Llangollen Vale :

" This day
a summer's sun warmly gilds the fields, the gardens,

and the groves, now diffusing fragrance, and bursting into

bloom. Fresh and undulating breezes from the east lured

me into my drawing-room, having placed in its lifted sash

the ^olian harp. It is, at this instant, warbling through

all the varieties of the harmonic chords. This apartment

looks upon a small lawn, gently sloping upwards. Till this

spring, it was shrubbery to the edge of the grassy terrace

on its summit
;
but I have lately covered it with a fine turf,

sprinkled with cypresses, junipers, and laurels. It is bordered
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on the right hand by tall laburnums, lilacs, and trees of the

Gelder rose,

throwing up, mid trees of darker leaf,

Its silver globes, light as the foamy surf,

Which the wind severs from the broken wave.

Beyond this little lawny elevation, the wall which divides

its terrace from the sweet valley it overlooks, is not visible.

These windows command the loveliest part of that valley,

and only its first field is concealed by the sloping swell of

the foreground. The vale is scarcely half a mile across,

bounded, basin-like, by a semicircle of gentle hills, luxuri-

antly foliaged. There is a lake in its bosom, and a venerable

old church, with its grey and moss-grown tower on the

water's edge. Left of that old church, on the rising ground

beyond, stands an elegant villa, half shrouded in its groves ;

and, to the right below, on the bank of the lake, another

villa with its gardens. The as yet azure waters are but

little intercepted by the immense and very ancie^nt
willow

that stands opposite these windows in the middle of the vale
;

that willow, whose height and dimensions are the wonder of

naturalists. The centre of the lake gleams through its wide-

spread branches, and it appears on each side like a consider-

able river, from its boundaries being concealed. On the

right, one of our streets runs from the town to the water,

interspersed with trees and gardens. It looks like an um-

braged village, and is all we see from hence of the city, so

that nothing can be more quiet and rural than the landscape.

It is less beautiful in summer than in spring, from the weeds

that sprout up in the lake, and from the set which partially

creeps upon its surface."

The willow once known as Dr. Johnson's willow is

now no more, but few are the other changes. The sheet of

water has become a reservoir and is rather larger that is

all.
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ANNA
SEWARD was not a native of Lichfield. She

was born at Eyam in Derbyshire, in the Peak district,

of which place her father was rector and continued to be

rector after he was made a Canon Residentiary of Lichfield.

The Rev. Thomas Seward had been a tutor in noble families

and as such had contracted a taste for titles which his

daughter inherited and cherished.

It was about 1750 that Mr. Seward removed to Lichfield,

to take up his canonry, installing himself in the Bishop's

Palace, which remained the family residence to the end of

Anna's life in 1809, Lichfield's bishops preferring to dwell

elsewhere.

In 1750, David Garrick and Samuel Johnson, the city's

two most famous sons, were respectively thirty-three and

forty-one. With Garrick Miss Seward had no associa-

tion
;
but with Johnson she had, for it was her mother's

father, the Rev. John Hunter, headmaster of the Lichfield

Grammar School, who taught the Great Lexicographer his

rudiments: and, as we shall see, not only Sarah Seward,

15
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Anna's only surviving sister, but Anna herself, came near

marrying Mr. Porter, Dr. Johnson's stepson. Garrick, I may
say here, died in 1779, when Miss Seward was thirty-six,

and Johnson in 1784, when she was forty-one.

Mr. Seward was himself a poet in a small amateur way,

just as was Sneyd Davies, another Lichfield canon. His

effusions, some of which are to be found in Dodsley's Collec-

tion, include a defence of woman's right to intellectual

equality with man, and some light couplets (printed in the

Gentleman's Magazine for June, 1786, at a time no number

was complete without a contribution from the Sewardian muse)

on moving into the Palace. The lines in praise of woman's

intellect, although first printed when his gifted daughter was

still a child, might seem to have been inspired in a moment

of acute prevision, as a kind ofprecautionary measure, placing

their writer at any rate on the safe side. I quote the kernel

of the argument here, not only because it is interesting to see

how the paternal Swan wrote, but also because the lines,

although more than a hundred and fifty years old, strike a

chord to-day.

But say, Brittannia, do thy sons, who claim

A birth-right liberty, dispense the same

In equal scales ? Why then does Custom bind

In chains of ignorance the female mind ?

Why is to them the bright ethereal ray

Of science veil'd ? Why does each pedant say,
" Shield me, propitious powers, nor clog my life

With that supreme of plagues a learned wife.

'Tis man's, with science to expand the soul,

And wing his eagle flight from pole to pole ;

'Tis his, to pierce antiquity's dark gloom.

And the still thicker shades of time to come ;

'Tis his to guide the pond'rous helm of state,

And bear alone all wisdom's solid weight.

Let woman with alluring graces move
The fondling passions and the baby love

;

Be this her only science, be her doom
Fix'd to the toilette, the spinnet and loom."
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Tongue-doughty pedant, was Athenia's^ soul

Form'd for these only ? Bring th' exactest rule

Of judgment to the trial, prove that e'er

Thy school-proud tribe engross'd a greater share

Of mental excellence ;
tho' vernal youth

Just swells her lovely bosom, yet blest truth,

Offspring of sense and industry, has there

Long fixt her residjence ;
and taught the fair

Or wisdom's deep recesses to explore.

Or on invention's rapid wings to soar

Above th' Aonian mount
;
and can'st thou think

That virtues, which exalt the soul, can sink

The outward charms ? must knowledge give offence ?

And are the graces all at war with sense ?

Say, who of all the fair is form'd to move
The fondest passions, most ecstatic love,

More than Athenia ? in her gentle eye
Soft innocence and virgin modesty
Incessant shine, while still a new-born grace

Springs in each speaking feature of her face.

Her sprightly wit no forward pertness spoils ;

No self-assuming air her judgment soils :

Still prone to learn, tho' capable to teach,

And lofty all her thoughts, but humble all her speech.

The lines on becoming the tenant of the Palace at Lich-

field after Eyam rectory are pleasantly done. This is the

conclusion :

My friends (themselves a feast) in state shall sit ;

Vyse
^ shall serve up a rich desert of wit ;

Davies^ shall bring a concert of the Nine,

And treat with genuine Heliconian Wine ;

The worthy Dean shall every palate please,

With sense, good nature, elegance, and ease.

Horbery shall see his curling columns rise.

And mark their progress nearer to the skies.

Whose thoughts seem only to his pipe confin'd,

While Locke and Hooker reason in his mind.

^Athenia was Miss Pratt, afterwards Lady Camden.
2 Canon Vyse, who later earned Miss Seward's resentment by ex-

pressing the opinion that she had no right to paraphrase Horace without

knowing Latin.

'Sneyd Davies, of whom much may be read in Nichol's Literary

Anecdotes.
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Garrick's sheer humour shall have ampler bound,
And thy gay jokes from wall to wall resound.

The stately rooms we'll furnish well with mirth,

And laugh as loud as any Lords on earth.

Mr. Seward was the poet that so amused Horace Walpole

by his frugality as an elegist, for having written an anticipa-

tory memorial poem on a young and noble pupil who was

given up by the doctors, when the doomed man had the

tactlessness to recover he altered the name and used it for

some one else.

Miss Seward's opinion of her father's verse was high. In

some lines beginning

Source of my Life and all its joys
That from a cultured mind arise,

she says that his

Silver lyre's harmonious sound

Made lovely Lichfield classic ground.

The footnote that accompanied the invocation runs

thus: ''^ Source ofmy life Rev. Thomas Seward, Canon of

Lichfield. In conjunction with Mr. Simpson, he published

in 175 1, an approved Edition of Beaumont and Fletcher's

Plays, with critical notes of much ingenuity. The excellent

preface was intirely his. His Female Right to Literature,

published in the second volume of the first edition ofDodsley's

Miscellany, has been much and justly celebrated. That

same volume, p. 302, contains Mr. Seward's Verses on

Shakespear's monument at Stratford-upon-Avon. They
do not yield, either in spirit, or beauty, to any panegyric on

that great poet, which has been given by our noblest Bards.

In the subsequent editions of that Miscellany, there is an

idiot alteration in that poem, made by some man, who

thought a completer rhyme a good atonement for grossly

injuring the sense :
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Nor yet unrival'd the Meonian strain,

The British Eagle, and the Mantuan Swan

Tower equal heights but happier Stratford thou, &c.

The editor chose to print Swan Swain, at the expense of all

consistency in the metaphor."

Of Mr. Seward's personality little is known. He is de-

scribed by Walpole as a very learned man, but from an anec-

dote of him that the same writer tells he would seem to have

been not very imaginative. He is said to have been the

original of the Canon in a dull and rather coarse novel by
Richard Graves (author of The Spiritual Quixote) called

Columella^ but as a piece of character-drawing that is not

worth considering. Johnson described him to Boswell in

these terms :

"
Sir, his ambition is to be a fine talker

;
so he

goes to Buxton, and such places, where he may find com-

panies to listen to him. And, Sir, he is a valetudinarian,

one of those who are always minding themselves. I do not

know a more disagreeable character than a valetudinarian,

who thinks he may do anything that is for his ease, and in-

dulges himself in the grossest freedoms. Sir, he brings

himself to the state of a hog in a stye." Discounting the

Sage's censure a little, we may suppose Mr. Seward to have

accepted his ill-health with some of the composure of a

sedentary scholar in a comfortable house.

Dr. Darwin grouped Johnson and Mr. Seward in an

epigram :

From Lichfield famed two giant critics come,

Tremble, ye Poets ! hear them 1

"
Fee, Fo, Fum !

"

By Seward's arms the mangled Beaumont bled,

And Johnson grinds poor Shakespeare's bones for bread.

One of Boswell's descriptions of the Canon is that of a
"
genteel, well-bred, dignified clergyman ". On a later occa-

sion he found him in bed,
" drest in his black gown, with a

white flannel night-gown above it; so that he looked like

a Dominican friar". He was, however, "good-humoured
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and polite, and under his roof my reception was very

pleasing ".

Miss Seward's references to her father, whom she seems

to have idolised, are not illuminating, for they bear chiefly

upon his escapes from the grave. She met, in 1796, a vener-

able nonagenarian named Jebb, who in his anecdotes of

Mr. Seward thus described him :

"
I remember your father

a sprightly bachelor. I travelled down from London with

him, when he went to take possession of the living of Eyam.
He was a lovely man, of a fine person and frank communi-

cative spirit. Soon after that period, he married a beautiful

young Lady, your mother. Madam. Mr. Seward, as you

know, had travelled, and spoke admirably of the customs

and manners of foreign nations."
"

I wept with pleasure',"

Miss Seward adds,
" at this testimony of respect, this justice

to my father's memory, from a character thus venerable."

Miss Seward was born on 12th December, 174^, and

baptised Anne on 24th December. Anna was her own

translation of Anne into Sewardese. To her youthful senti-

mental friends (and in later life to a few special intimates)

she was Julia, but to the family Nancy. Families can always

adjust these things.

That Eyam, where Nancy spent her childhood, is among
the Dukeries is a circumstance which gave Miss Seward no

pain to remember. She writes in one of her letters, to Mr.

Repton, the landscape-gardener :

" Chatsworth is my native

soil the first scene of rural grandeur that met my infant

eyes. It is only five miles distant from the village in which

we lived during my childhood. With my father's friend,

the then clergyman of Edengor, and afterwards Dean of

Rapho in Ireland, we used to pass a frequent week, and the

splendours of the Chatsworth scenery gratified my young

admiration, beneath morning, noon-tide, and evening suns.

I soon discerned capabilities in the magnificent situation of
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which the possessor had not, nor has yet, availed himself;

and I exult that the genius of the groves resigns his wand

to your guidance. That forced and formal cascade, in which

the sullen waters take their measured leaps, always offended

me. If the penurious Naiad suffers not their descent to

be more than temporary, surely they might yet be allowed

to strike the eye with transient sublimity, and roar adown

the mountain over craggy fragments, and flash through inter-

cepting bushes."

In the British Lady's Magazine I find this testimony

to the Cygnet's precocity :

" The mind of Miss Seward

was early imbibed with the vivid and sublime imagery of

Milton, and she lisped
' L'Allegro' and '

II Penseroso' when

only in her third year ".

'' We have been informed," says another authority, in the

European Magazine for April, 1782, "by a lady who knew

her in her infancy, when the family lived at Eyam, in Derby-

shire, and who used to walk out with her on a summer's

evening, that when she was not more than five years old,

in the midst of that childish playfulness with which she

bounded amongst the rocks and over the Alpine heights of

her native mountains, she would frequently stop, and with

eyes swimming in delight, and an air of the most animated

enthusiasm, repeat poetical passages from her memory, and

apply them to every smiling, or awful grace of prospect

which met her young and wandering attention. To her,

therefore, we may apply those beautiful lines of Gray :

And oft before her infant eyes would run

Such forms as glitter'd in the muses ray.

" She put several of the Psalms into verse at nine years

old
;
and in her tenth year, her father having promised her

half a crown if she would produce him a copy of verses upon
the first fine day of a stormy spring, she earned her reward
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in a few hours, by writing twenty-five lines upon the subject

the first four of them ran thus :

Fairest quarter of the year,

Dost thou then at last appear,

Clad in this thy golden dress,

Bright presage of happiness ?

We may, surely, without partiality, considering her youth,

pronounce that these lines presaged a poetic summer, whose

flowers and fruits should not be crude or immature."

Thus was the Swan of Lichlield started upon what

she would have called, and in fact often did call, her Aonian

career.

Before we look at any more of her juvenile verse, let me

interpolate an incident of Nancy Seward's thirteenth year

contained in a letter written in 1789, in which we get a

glimpse not only of Miss Seward as a girl (together with the

secret of her later plumpness), but also a glimpse of Miss

Seward in one of her less stilted and robuster moments, in-

dicating that if she had given her mind to social satire or

quizzical excursions she might have done excellent work :

"
I have," she writes,

"
this morning seen a very old acquaint-

ance, unbeheld since my thirteenth year. I believe you know

him : that shadow of a shade, Sir G. C. His figure is

not an atom more formidable than in those my heedless and

very youthful years, when, about seven years older than

myself, the sight of him, and his tiny brother, dispersed my
father's apprehensions about my accepting their mother's

invitation to pass a month with her at the old family seat at

B n; apprehensions which had arisen from her odd

declaration that she hoped her sons would be men of

gallantry and intrigue.
" '

Ah, ah !' said my father, seeing them alight with their

mamma, from the coach,
' what have we here ? these Cold-

brands the giants ! these same mighty men ! In the name
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of chastity let the girl go. If she can be in danger from

such heroes, she must be infinitely too seducible to escape

by any possible restraints parental prudence can impose.'
"

I, who had been educated in the strictest temperance

of diet, and who had run about the fields in the bounding

vigour of health, and with the gay hopes of dawning woman-

hood, was yet charmed with the novel ideas of B n

luxuries, and of bowling thither in a coach and four, with

two out-riders.

"Deuce take my Eveish desire of rambling from my
pleasant home, and healthy deprivations. Mrs. C fed

me up in that fatal month, like a porket, with chocolate,

drank in bed at eight ;
a nap till ten

;
tea and hot-rolls at

eleven
; pease soup at one

;
a luxurious dinner at four

;
and

an hot and splendid supper at midnight the day-light inter-

vals filled up with slow airings in the old coach, along the

dusty roads, for it was in the heats of a blazing summer;
and with lying on a couch, picking honesty for madam's

flower-pots, without any danger of molestation from her

puny sons. I wanted to read to her :

' No child, I detest

reading '. I begged permission to walk about the gardens ;

no, that would spoil my complexion ;
to pursue my needle-

works in her presence; no, that was vulgar. You will

imagine how soon I sickened of the joyless luxury, and

unsocial grandeur, for they visited but little with the neigh-

bouring families, who were too rational to please, or be

pleased with the fine town-lady, who professed to think the

months of country-residence worse than annihilation.

*' Alas ! my month ofvegetation was pledged, and during

its oppressive progress, the change of diet, and total want of

exercise, gave my constitution its first propensity to plump-

ness, which, to my regret, no future temperance, or resumed

activity, could subdue. Till this luckless excursion I was

light as a wood-nymph."
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Mrs. Seward did not at all share her husband's interest

in her daughter's attempts at poetry, and did her best to

discourage them. But these maternal efforts were rendered

useless by friends of the family, who did not spare their

inflammatory praise. Throughout her life indeed Miss

Seward was the victim of foolish praise ;
but the ironical

stars, who arrange these matters with skill and symmetry,
saw to it that throughout her life others also were the victims

of the foolish praises uttered by herself Before, however,

she was of age to do much harm in this way her own doom

had, I fear, been sealed. Self-esteem, especially perhaps in a

cathedral city, can take deep root very early.

"Such," says the British Ladys Magazine^ "was the

impression her little fugitive pieces made on the minds of

those into whose hands they chanced to fall, that a gentle-

man of some genius and erudition, conceiving them superior

to the abilities of a girl under sixteen, and suspecting them

to be the production of her father, took an opportunity of

calling when he knew Mr. Seward was from home, and

interrogating her. After discoursing some time on literary

subjects, he observed that some doubts were entertained

whether she was really the author of the various verses attri-

buted to her, as they so much surpassed what could possibly be

expected from so young a lady, and wished she would enable

him to maintain their authenticity, by immediately writing a

little poem on any subject. He then wrote the first stanza

of the following and requested her to complete it :

To mark how fair the primrose blows,

How soft the feathered muses sing.

My wandering step had pressed the dews.

My soul, enraptured, haiVd the spring."

This gentleman, it may be said at once, was Dr. Erasmus

Darwin. The gifted Anna accepted the challenge, and the

following stanzas resulted ;
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But in an evil hour I stray'd,

Since, from a yew tree's cleaving side,

Issued a pale disdainful maid ;

No good to me she did betide.

A squalid, sickly, tasteless dame,

Of false incongruous pride the child ;

She lights her innovating flame,

And scornful sports her fancies wild.

Caprice her name. Disdain (said she)

To sail along the common tide
;

But launch upon the wider sea,

While I thy towering bark shall guide.

Alas ! what notice canst thou claim,

Condemning what has no one's laud ?

Be thine a nicer, subtler flame.

To blame what all the world applaud !

She ceas'd but still my ears retain'd

The deep vibration of her lays,

And, in her magic fetters chain'd,

She guides my censure and my praise.

Hence he, who, on seraphic wings,

Soar'd high above the starry spheres ;

And, heaven-inspired, enraptured sings

Seraphic strains to mortal ears.

Impell'd by her vain whims, I tried

To veil his bright meridian rays ;

And fain I would, ah ! strange the pride I

From Milton's temples snatch the bays.

" When," the British Lady's Magazine adds, "the gentle-

man called the next morning, and saw the completion of the

task, he was too well convinced of the justice of the sarcasm

it contained, and too much astonished at the brilliancy of

style in which the deserved satire was conveyed, not to

excuse the one and admire the other
;
nor did he from that

moment entertain the least doubt of the young lady's great

literary abilities."

We may think what we like of the satire and the bril-

liancy ;
but the fact remains that Miss Seward even at that
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early age was mapping out for herself a career which she did

her best to follow. Her passion for criticism and her attempt

,

to be always lofty in language are both foreshadowed here.

Never again did she call a spade a spade.

After this Mr. Seward, however, also joined willingly in

discouraging his daughter, Dr. Darwin, she informs us,

having
"
unluckily

"
told the Canon that his daughter's verses

were better than his :

*' a piece of arch injustice to my father's

muse which disgusted him with mine ".
'' Thus repressed,"

wrote her cousin, Mr. White, in 1797, "she cast away,

during some years, her own poetic lyre, or at least awakened

it only at short and seldom-returning intervals, devoting

much of her time to fancied needleworks, and the gay
amusements of her juvenile companions. Irrestrainable,

however, was the ardour she felt to peruse, with discriminat-

ing attention, the writings of our finest poets."
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OUR knowledge of Miss Seward's early life comes chiefly

from the magazines from which I have quoted and

from the juvenile letters which are placed before her Poetical

Works. These letters, written when she was about twenty,

are very little less affected than those of her later life : the

Swan sprang from the egg almost fully fledged ;
but here and

there they have a sprightliness which afterwards she steadily

suppressed. Whatever she may have been in private con-

versation and there is reason to believe that she talked

well and gaily Miss Seward was true to the belief that the

first duty of the self-conscious pen is to be serious if not

melancholy. She cultivated all her life a wistful backward

look. If one did not know better one would think of her as

sitting for ever by an urn beneath a willow. It was a com-

mon female pose in those days, and indeed has not so long

gone out. But it is obsolete now. Hockey ....

The best of the juvenile letters is a shrewd and amusing

description of the arrival in the Seward family circle in the

year 1764 of Mr. Porter of Leghorn, Dr. Johnson's step-

son-in-law and the accepted suitor of the hand of Sarah

27
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Seward, Anna's younger sister. The letter was written to

a girl friend of a sensibility equal, I should guess, to Anna's

own. Her age at the time was twenty-one.
" At last he is

here, this brother elect ! We had heard of his being arrived

in London a week before
;
but he fixed not with his sister

the period at which she would see him, mentioning business

that might detain him more than a fortnight.
" My mother had engaged half Lichfield to play at cards

with her on Wednesday se'nnight. About one o'clock that

day, Mrs. [Lucy] Porter sent to inform us, that her brother

was that instant arrived, and would accompany her hither

to tea. She was one of the party engaged here, so neither

of them could be ignorant that, upon this plan, the first

interview must be witnessed by twenty pair of curious eyes.

But it was not for us to make that an objection. Unluckily,

Mrs. Porter's recommendation had transpired, and was be-

come a card-table theme. Nothing can be a secret if my
father is to know it, so frank are his communications. We
had been unpleasantly conscious of this publicity.

" On the message being delivered, sweet Sarah's serenity

became considerably discomposed during a few minutes.

' Some natural tears she dropt ;

'

but soon smiled them away.

The elements seemed in unison with her feelings ;
for the

sun was just then looking mildly through one of those vernal

showers in which the present April has been so rich. Look,

love, said I, that calm and gilded rain promises flowers and

fruits in abundance; may those kindred tears prepare thy

mind, as that shower prepares the earth, for the flowers and

fruits of wedded happiness !

"
I stood by her toilet while she dressed. It was with

no particular attention. If she was longer about that opera-

tion than usual, it was from absence, not from solicitude.

She sighed often; and once or twice exclaimed, 'Ah!

Heaven!' in a pensive and languid tone, and with an
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emphatic shake of the head, as she put on her light hat and

ribbands.
" * Bless me !

'

said I,
* one would think thou wert adorn-

ing a victim, and not a mistress. If that idea has passed

across thy mind, prithee, put a stop to this business at

once ! Study a pretty harangue of dismissal, full of esteem,

wayward heart, and so forth.'

"Behold us then in the drawing-room. Everybody

arrived, except the most interesting among the guests. A
loud rap at the hall door ! A deep carmine spread over my
Sarah's cheek, not generally crimson.

That cheek, a stranger to the rose,

That best in ruddy milk-maids glows ;

The courtlier lily opens there,

With all that's soft, and all that's fair.

Restrained smiles pursed up the face of many a waning

virgin of the company, till it looked like a thin pikelet, half

toasted.

" The drawing-room door opens ! and in rustles, in all

the pomp of blue and white tissue and Brussels lace, and

with the most satisfied air, our honest friend, Mrs. Porter,

led by the intended, a thin, pale personage, somewhat

below the middle height, with rather too much stoop in the

shoulders, and a little more withered, by Italian suns, than

are our English sober bachelors, after an elapse of only forty

years, in a black velvet coat, and a waistcoat richly em-

broidered with coloured flowers upon gold tissue ;
a bag

wig, in crimp buckle, powdered white as the new-shorn

fleece.

" An unfortunate idea of a mountebank doctor, produced

by the black velvet coat and gold waistcoat, gave me some

difficulty in managing my risible muscles.

*' Mr. Porter's features are not irregular ;
his teeth very

fine, though in a mouth which, being rather concave, than
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convex, seldom shews them, and he looks extremely clean.

The great desideratum, perceived at first view, is the air of

a gentleman, which I have often seen liberally and gracefully

diffused about some of our English merchants. It was here

in vain to look for it
;
neither did the tone of his voice, in

speaking, please me. These are, in my estimation, most

important personalities ;
mind having so much to do in

producing the one, and in harmonizing the other.

" You know the Lichfield young women do not play at

cards. Six or seven of us were loitering at the windows

and round the card-tables, expectation too busy with us

for us to be busy with our needles. The beau was presented

by his sister to every one in turn, and judiciously made no

particular address to my sister. He said, gallantly enough,

that he had pleasure in seeing his native country the richest

in beauty of any nation through whose cities he had passed.
" Our glowing Nannette was there, with her large and

languishing hazel eyes, warm cheek, and the tender fascina-

tion of her smile. Eliza W
,
in all her aquiline beauty,

and with that air of grandeur, though hardly yet sixteen,

whose form so often reminds me of a passage in Ossian :

'

Lovely, with her raven hair, is the white-bosomed daughter

of Sorglan '. She also, whose charms are in their summer

ripeness, whose name seems to have been prophetic of her

seldom-equalled beauty, the celebrated Helen White; yet

has her cast of countenance more of Raphael's Madonna,

than of that less-chastened loveliness with which imagina-

tion invests the faithless wife of Menelaus.

" Miss A also was in the group, of shape correct,

and of air sprightly, with my sister, the fair bride-elect, whose

form is so light and elegant, whose countenance has so much

modest intelligence, and, by her side, Honora, afresh and

beautiful as the young day-star, when he bathes his fair

beams in the dews of spring'. Often, when Mr. Porter's
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attention was otherwise engaged, she looked up in my sister's

face with eyes moistened by solicitous tenderness.

'* This dear child will not live
;

I am perpetually fearing

it, notwithstanding the clear health which crimsons her cheek

and glitters in her eyes. Such an early expansion of intelli-

gence and sensibility partakes too much of the angelic, too

little of the mortal nature, to tarry long in these low abodes

of frailty and of pain, where the harshness of authority, and

the impenetrability of selfishness, with the worse mischiefs

of pride and envy, so frequently agitate by their storms, and

chill by their damps, the more ingenuous and purer spirits,

scattered, not profusely, over the earth.

" This child seems angel before she is woman
;
how

consummate shall she be if she should be woman before she

is actually angel ! What delight must then result to me
from the consciousness that my sister and myself have been

instrumental in the cultivation of talents and of virtues, in

which the imagination, the sensibility, and warm disdain of

every grovelling propensity, which are, I flatter myself,

characteristic of one monitress, shall be united with the

sweetness, the unerring discretion, and self-command of the

other ! She will, by all those who know how to appreciate

excellence, be acknowledged, like Miranda, 'to have been

formed of every creature's best'.

" But how I have wandered from a subject, certainly

more important to me at present, even than all the (perhaps)

flattering promises which the future makes in the glance, the

tear, the smile of my Honora! Yet it is one thing to be

important to one's feelings, and another to bear them away
on the light wings of heart-expanding Hope. But descend,

thou excursive pen, from these visionary altitudes, upon the

firm, though not flowery ground, of this projected marriage !

"After tea, Mr. Porter talked and attended chiefly to

me. Declining cards, and my father and mother engaged
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in them, it became a duty of politeness to show attention to

some of the family he came to visit. It must have distressed

my sister to have been singled out for this purpose. Yet, so

prone are folk to gather opinions, as they gather flowers,

from the surface, instead of implanting them in their minds,

by taking them up from the roots, that I saw in the half-

suppressed, but significant smiles of our guests, that they

thought the elder sister likely to bear away the Hymeneal
wreath from the milder brow of the appointed fair-one.

" Our party broke up at nine. Mr. and Mrs. Porter supped,

by engagement, with their relation, Mr. White. A few of

my mother's intimates, with our beauteous Helen, staid

supper here. The instant the brother and sister were de-

camped, everybody spoke at once, and all in jocose invective

upon your poor friend's ryiischievous eyes, as they called

them.

''Sarah, smiling, claimed of me the promise I had

asked of her, viz.^ that she might accompany me into Italy.

She claimed it with a rising blush, and a tremulous motion

in the eye-lid, visible only to my searching glance,
' which

knows each line and trick of her sweet countenance
'

;
but to

that glance it discovered a little latent chagrin, so natural to

the delicacy of virgin-pride.
" Ah ! sweet one, thought I, thou wilt never go into Italy

under the Porter auspices, if thou goest not a principal of

the party. However, you may be sure no such premature

and needless assertion escaped my lip ; yet, vexed at an

undiscerning idea of such apparently general influence, I

warmly declaimed upon its absurdity.
" Honora gazed upon me while I was speaking, with eyes

which bore animated assent to my protest, and then turned

them, with a smile of scorn, upon the group, who were inter-

rupting me with laughing, but earnest and clamorous dis-

sention. Throwing my arms round Honora's neck, and
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kissing her, I exclaimed,
' Here is this child looking down

upon you all as the idlest dupes existing, to a style of be-

haviour which, being otherwise, the man must have had too

coarse a mind for the endurance of a woman of delicacy '.

Helen vowed she would find it all out at her uncle W 's.

We shall know, added she, what our Italian prince thinks of

these rival sisters.
' Rival !

'

I could have beat her.

" Conceive this provoking Helen, rushing in as we were at

breakfast, the ensuing day, her fine face all in a glow, her

hands spread :

'

It is verily, and even so ! this irresistible

madame Anne ! Sarah must wear the willow, but I think it

will not be with a very aching heart.'
*

No, indeed !

'

said

the sweet maid, with a look of blended, or rather instantane-

ously changing sensation, the result of which was ineffable.

It was a gleam of disdain, immediately softening into the

most affectionate sweetness, as her eyes remained fixed

on me.
"

I asked Helen on what grounds she built her mighty

probable conclusion.
' My uncle W ,' replied she,

' told

me he had asked Mr. Porter how he liked Mr. and Mrs.

Seward ?
' '

Extremely !

' ' And Miss Seward ?
'

'I think

her charming.' (And Helen ran on in a string of hyperbole

which I have no inclination to repeat.)
' The youngest ?

'

* She seems a modest, pleasing young woman.'
'' '

Now, for all this,' cried out Honora,
'

I don't believe he

likes Nancy best.' I called her wiser than the aged, and

grew so saucy to my mother, that she looked grave, and

took her pinch of snuff first at one nostril, and then at the

other, with swift and angry energy, and her eyes began to

grow dark and to flash. 'Tis an odd peculiarity ;
but the

balls of my mother's eyes change from brown into black,

when she feels either indignation or bodily pain.
"
Reports of this imaginary preference of the eldest sister

spread rapidly through our little city ; and, before night, it

3
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was asserted that he had made proposals in form to Miss

Seward.
"
Messages of inquiry concerning our healths only passed

between us and the Porters through the course of that day ;

but, at eleven the next morning, the brother and sister called

upon us to go with them to Mrs. Porter's new house, just

built, but not yet inhabited. He looked much better
;
the

mountebank had vanished with the black velvet. Helen

joined our party. Mr. Porter's whole attentions were de-

voted to Sarah
;
and Honora and I exulted not a little over

Helen about her prediction. He took an opportunity of

frankly offering his hand and heart to her acceptance, ere

we reached home, where he passed the remainder of the day
with us.

" The general misconstruction of his civility to me had

been much in his favour. Hence maiden-pride was busy
with its whisper, that now rejection, on her part, would be

deemed dislike on his, and preference of another. So this

circumstance acted as a powerful counterpoise to the quack-

doctor impression given by the black velvet and fine waist-

coat, which I had not been able to forbear imparting to her.

She owned her heart had recoiled a little from the unusual

tout-ensemble produced by those habiliments. How much

better did he look in his brown coat !

" Behold him an accepted lover ! and a very pressing one.

He wants to hurry the nuptials, saying he must be in Italy

before winter. I am afraid I see about him an impolite

impatience of contradiction; a proud, not an enamoured

jealousy, and a considerable degree of peevishness. Heaven

protect my sweet Sarah's peace !

" When people are tolerably happy, how dangerous is a

material change in the habits of life ! Ah ! what halcyon

days have this dear girl and I passed with our little Honora,

beneath the fair spires of tranquil Lichfield ! How immaterial
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were the clouds of an horizon so azure ! Some violence of

temper, and vapourish despondency, from causes provokingly

trivial, on my mother's part, some absurdities on my father's
;

yet, left so much to ourselves, and perfectly aware of the value

of time, how interesting have been our employments, how

animated our pleasures !

" You enquire after the duration of my enfranchisement

from the fetters of love. My heart has not resumed them
;

but, indeed, all its sensations have, of late, been absorbed in

my sister's impending destiny.
" The continual disgust you express to the joyless crowds

and dissipation of London, is worthy of an ingenuous mind,

to which domestic pleasures are, above all others, dear.

Remember you have a relation in Lichfield, who would be

happy to receive you into her family.
" In the dread of disappointment, I hardly dare trust

myself with an idea so agreeable, which flatters me with

seeing you every day, and often all the day, when I am in

England.

"In England ! Ah ! now that my continental vision

approaches its realization, I begin to tremble at the thought

how large a tract of seas and shores, mountains and plains,

must shortly divide me from the home of my youth ! from

my parents ! from my dear Hdnora ! That, during two

long years, I shall not see the rising sun slant his beams

into the lake of Stow Valley, or change into pale gold the

stone of the cathedral turrets. Yet, though tempted, like

the swallows, into warmer climates afar off, my wings, any
more than theirs, will not be cropt. I can fly back again

when I please. But Sarah, my dear Sarah ! she must be

borne back by permission, and in a cage ! a golden one, 'tis

true, but still a cage.
"
However, if she enters it, most voluntary will be that

entrance. After my mother, good literal being, had ceased


